
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
NEW DELHI – 110067

CENTRAL LABORATORY ANIMAL RESOURSES

F.No. VO/CLAR/93 28th December, 2018

Auction Notice

Subject: Auction of dismantled material at CLAR, JNU 

It has been decided to dispose of dismantled material at CLAR office, JNU as per list attached through 
Spot Auction on “AS IS WHERE IS BASIS’ at 11 AM on 18.01.2019.

Interested bidders can inspect the material at the above mentioned sites before auction during 
07.01.2019 to 10.01.2019 between 3 PM to 5 PM on any working days except Saturday, Sunday, other 
Holiday and may contact Sh. Ramesh Singh, Jr. Technician at telephone no. 01126704558, if needed. For 
details, please visit JNU Website at www.jnu.ac.in. The terms and conditions of the auction are under:-

a). The auction is on “AS IS WHERE IS BASIS’.
b). The successful bidder shall have to deposit amount of the auction value on the spot.
c). Transportation and loading/ handling etc will be borne by successful bidder.
d). The successful bidder shall have to take out the dismantled materials from the CLAR, JNU within

3 days from the date of acceptance of bid after making payment of full bid amount. On issuance 
               of the gate pass by V.O, CLAR, JNU
e). If the successful bidder does not remove the dismantled auctioned items from the site within 10  
               days after depositing the full bid amount, V.O. may confiscate the balance materials lying at site  
               and bidder has to pay Rs. 2, 000/- per day as penalty. No material shall be allowed to be taken 
               out unless the penalty is paid by the bidder.
f). The security of the dismantled materials would be the entire responsibility of the highest bidder 
               of the bid/ auction and it will be his duties/ responsibility to indemnify JNU against any damage 
               done by way of pilferage, fire or any other unforeseen calamity and no claim on this account 
               shall be entertained. 

Veterinary Officer
CLAR

Copy to:

1. Sh. Rajeev Gautum - Representative of Estate Branch
2. Sh. Ramesh Vishwakarma - Representative of Engg. Branch (Elect.)
3. Vinod Kumar - Representative of USIC
4. Ms. Poonam Lather - Representative of Finance Branch
5. A.R., SLS
6. S.O. (BAG) for information please
7. Director, CIS for display on JNU Website

http://www.jnu.ac.in/

